The solution of linear quadratic predictive optimal control problems for systems represented in state-equation form, but using a polynomial systems approach, is considered. A multi-step costfunction is used that includes future set-point information. A novel method is introduced for computing the vector of future controls and for solving a simpler optimization problem for the current control. It is shown that the polynomial solution approach is particularly valuable, even for systems represented in state equation form, since the effect on the controller of reference, noise and disturbance models is more transparent.
INTRODUCTION
Predictive optimal control is used extensively in the petrochemicals industry for large scale systems (Richalet et. al., 1978 (Richalet et. al., , 1993 . This depends upon the assumption that future reference or setpoint information is available which may then be incorporated into the optimal control law to provide improved tracking characteristics and smaller actuator changes. (Cutler and Ramarker 1980) . Predictive control algorithms based upon multi-step costfunctions and the receding horizon control law, were generalized by Clarke and coworkers in the Generalized Predictive Control (GPC) algorithm (Clarke et al 1987 (Clarke et al , 1989 .
Future set-point information has been used in a number of Linear Quadratic (LQ) optimal control problems (Tomizuka and Rosenthal 1979, Peterka 1984) and summarized in the seminal work of Bitmead et. al., (1989) .
The use of state-space models for Generalized Predictive Control (GPC) was proposed by Ordys and Clarke (1993) and extended by Ordys and Pike (1998) . A useful summary of such techniques is included in Prett and Garcia, (1988) . Multi-step cost-functions may also be used in LQ cost-minimization problems. The solution of the multi-step Linear Quadratic Gaussian Predictive Control (LQGPC) problem, when future set point information is available, has been considered by Grimble (1995 Grimble ( , 1998 , when the plant is represented in polynomial matrix form. The solution of the LQGPC cost minimization problem for systems represented in state equation form was given in Ordys 2000) . There are a number of model predictive control philosophies which are related to the results presented (Li et al 1989; Marquis et al 1988 and Ricker 1990 (1) and (4) obtain:
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Future Reference Signal Model
The reference signal {r h (t)} will be assumed to be generated by the asymptotically stable linear stochastic state equation system model: (12) which can be written in the form:
The N ( ) 1 ≤ ≤ N p future setpoint or reference values in the cost-function can be denoted as:
2.2 Augmented System Model The equations for the total system will now be obtained and these will determine the size of the Riccati equations in the control and estimation problems that follow.
Combining the state equations for the reference, plant, and noise obtain the total augmented system as: 
(15) which may be written in the more concise form:
The total observations signal now follows as: 
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The equation for the future outputs to be costed in the criterion may be written in terms of the state vector X(t), using (6), as:
and from the reference vector equation (14):
The error signal may now be written, using these two equations, as:
That is, the augmented error term that appears in the cost-function may be written as:
where
The system transfers, in terms of the operator z -1 , may be written as:
Plant models : 
DYNAMIC PERFORMANCE CRITERION
The dynamic performance index to be minimized in the following is defined as:
J r t j y t j Q r t j y t j t j N h h T j h h
where E{.} denotes the unconditional expectation operator, and the error Q j and control R j weightings can be different for future steps j. The cost-function can be simplified by introducing the block diagonal weighting matrices ~{ ,...,
1 . The J t term can therefore be written:
e j (24) Note from (7) and (21) 
The cost-function term (25) may be expanded as:
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This cost term may therefore be written in the form:
where the weightings:
include the cross-product term G c (Grimble 1979a) .
Simplification of the Cost Minimization Problem
A property of the particular minimisation problem enables the solution procedure to be simplified and made numerically efficient. First note that the vector of future controls, U t,N can be partitioned into those determining the control input u(t), at time t, and the controls for τ > t that will now be denoted as
Assuming for the moment that states may be measured The weightings may now be expressed, in terms of the previous system matrices, as follows. From the definitions following (27) obtain:
(29) Now consider the cost term I(t) where, is a finite dimensional problem. Setting the gradient to zero, to obtain the optimum cost, find the vector of future controls as:
This provides the solution for future controls and the main problem then becomes the calculation of the feedback control at time t. When states are not available X(t) can be replaced by the optimal estimate.
Substituting for U t N f ,
into the function I(t) in (29) to obtain: 
I t X t Q X t u t R u t X t G u t
and it also follows, by comparison of (37), (39), (40) with (41) to (43):
p dp p p rp p dp p 
Cost-Function Minimization
The cost minimization problem involves penalising states, rather than outputs. This enables the standard
